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Sacred Geometry is shared.  

It is not with competition. It is not owned.  

We are Individuals with exploration in Life and these “shape configurations” express & are responded 

to as Life Diagrams ( Divine Geometry with Creative Consciousness). It is befitting to acknowledge all 

these features, as the Flower of Life is positively-centred. The Flower of Life is recognised as a Circle-

cognition energy with associations from our vernacular. 

 

Our World is a connective weave with circle archetypes & ‘human relatives’. The Circle thus has all the 

associations of “Operative- togetherness” as well as Positive Exploration & Growth.  

 

Circle Vibrations are configurations. Illumination is central to their Safety Intelligence as Light 

appreciation. The Lantern, the figurative Light & Star are important motifs that resolate across Culture. 

We build on these through multiplicate explorations & go beyond the object-identifiers.’ 

 

Positive Circle – positive Cosm Vibration. 

Like the Flower of Life, the Dove is a very typical, strong recognition for positive concepts. In many 

ways it is no different to the Heart as a Love Symbol ( a Recognised Archetype & recognised universal 

language ). 

The Flower of Life reinforces Shaping; shape vibration.  

The ”Shape Vibration” also exists as a perceived collective weave of perfection and with a Closed 

Boundary. It thus speaks of the current recognitions of sacred space determination as well as “capacity 

growth”.  

 

 
Our Potential is “working potential”.  
Our Potential is capacity-led & creativity – contingent. Our soul respond to engagement to classify 
defining goals, direction, output & identity-formation.  
Our Potential co-exists in Creativity engineering and is fulfilled.  
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The Capacity Growth may be limited by cause and availability to resources. Identifying capacity growth 

and regulating with self-observation & climatised recognitions are ascent – pathway desirable.   

The Flower of Life is thus an excellent symbolic vibration for energising and building our enthusiasm 

(philosophical viewpoint to individual growth and Team-authentic attitudes to Outlook Orientation & 

Growth.  

 

 

 
 
You can read through affirmation statements for Emotional Prosperity & Transformative Change 
on our Naturally Exuberant page ( Good Vibrations article ). It is also on the Crystal Healing page, 
that honours water bowls and our video from 2020 ( “Celebrating the Sacred Self” ). 
 

 

 

The Sacred Geometry symbol of the Flower of Life is recognised in various faiths & also has protective, 

precinct-aware positive alignment to sacred spaces. It is also associated with Angels. 

Configurations have lineage, explored and interpreted. They are also ‘vehicles’ of communication. 

The Tree of Life is from the Kabbalah. 

 

The Constellation Weave of the Circle has focused & applied recognition.  

It may prompt conceptual focal points –  

 
Concepts 

 
Birth 

Creation 
Life & Living 

Breathing Weaves 
Source of Creativity 

Germination 
Growth 
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